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**COLLECTION NOTE**

This collection consists of a Master’s project titled “Kentucky’s Traditional Courthouses: Preservation in the Heart of the Community” and written by Ann Marie P. Doyon for the Department of Historic Preservation, College of Design, University of Kentucky. The paper discusses the importance of the county courthouse to county seat towns as the home of county government. She then summarizes county courthouse preservation programs in the United States with particular emphasis on planning and funding for such projects. The paper then proceeds to discuss four significant case studies related to courthouse building projects in Kentucky. She concludes by presenting lessons learned from the Kentucky courthouse projects that would benefit future projects. The project is filled with architectural footprint drawings, photographs, graphs, and charts. In the Appendices, the author includes a catalog of Kentucky’s county courthouses which contains historical information about older courthouses as well as current building projects. Each courthouse is accompanied by a color photograph.
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“Kentucky’s Traditional Courthouses: Preservation in the Heart of the Community,” a Master’s project written by Doyon for the Department of Historic Preservation, College of Design, University of Kentucky.

1 folder. 3 items. Typescript and compact disc.
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